
FUEL SYSTEM ADDITIVES & CLEANING PRODUCTS

GUM-SOLVE
Cleans your carburetor as you drive.
Removes gums, varnish, and carbon from fuel
lines, fuel pumps, carburetor parts, jets, and
throttle plate. (12 ti. oz treats up to 1500 miles)
2012 12/cs. Net Cont. 12 ti. oz.

FUEL INJECTOR (F.I.) AIR INTAKE CLEANER
Dissolves and helps remove sticky gums,
carbon, soil, and resin deposits that prevent
proper air flow. Special all-angle spray valve
allows container to be held at any angle.
Lubricates throttle plate. Will not harm Ford's
protective coating on throttle plate.
2412 12/cs. Net Wt. 9 oz.

UNIVERSAL FUEL INJECTOR TUNE-UP
Designed for use with most professional fuel
injector cleaning systems. A fast, dependable
way to clean injectors. Formulated for use on
all domestic and import fuel injected cars, both
throttle body and port fuel injection.
2420 12/cs. Net Wt. 12 oz.

PROFESSIONAL INJECTOR CLEANER
Designed for use with canister type cleaning
equipment. Ready to use as is or may be
mixed with gasoline for use in systems that
require blending. Removes fuel system
deposits from injectors. Improves engine
performance and drivability. (use as needed)
2016 12/cs. Net Cont. 16 fi. oz.

FUEL SYSTEM 3-PACK

Contains 2112, 2312 & 2412

8101 3 pack

TOTAL DIESEL FUEL SYSTEM CLEANER
ADDI-PAKTM
Cleans injectors. Improves lubricity and
cetane. Stabilizes stored fuel. Increases
piston-ring and cylinder life. Reduces exhaust
smoke, carbon, and soot formation. (treats 125
gal. of fuel)
2024 AP 24/cs. Net Cont. 5 tI. oz.

FUEL INJECTOR CLEANER
Cleans harmful deposits and carbon from fuel
system as you drive. Provides increased
power and acceleration, improved idling, quick-
er starting, and reduced emissions. Effective
in all types of fuel injected cars and trucks and
in all gasoline, gasohols, and diesel fuels (12
tI. oz. treats 10-20 gal. of fuel)
2112 12/cs. Net Cont. 12 tI. oz.

INTAKE VAlVE DEPOSIT ClEANER
Reduces intake valve, port, and manifold
deposits. Provides upper cylinder lubrication.
Helps reduce emissions in both gasoline and
diesel engines. (12 tI. oz. treats up to 20 gal. of

fuel)
2312 12/cs. Net Cont. 12 tI. oz.

FUEL-PREP 1000
Designed for use with most professional fuel
injector cleaning systems. A fast, dependable
way to clean injectors. Formulated for use on
all domestic and import fuel injected cars, both
throttle body and port fuel injection. (16 ti. oz.
treats 125 gal. of fuel.)
100016 241cs. Net Cont. 16 ti. oz.
100005 1 Ics. Net Cont. 5 gal.
100055 1 Ics. Net Cont. 55 gal.

CONVERSION CAN ADAPTER
Can adapter converts virtually all fuel injector
cleaning systems to fit the Penray Universal
Fuel Injector Tune-Up 2420. Adapter sold

separately.
303CA 1 leach Adapter

INTAKE VALVE CLEANING KIT
An effective intake system cleaning kit,
designed to be used with Penray #2312 Intake
Valve Deposit Cleaner.
3031V 11each Kit


